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Abstract 

The paper focuses on a unique project of wind measurements along a high voltage overhead 

transmission line. For reliable information on the horizontal distribution of the wind flow, 13 

positions along two spans of an overhead electrical line of about 400 m length each are selected 

for wind velocity measurements. Simultaneously, the structural response is measured at the 

towers. Preliminary analyses aim at the  appraisal of results what is important for the upcoming 

system identification. It is shown that system identification of long span transmission lines 

exposed to gusty wind is possible by derivation of a so called joint acceptance function which 

describes the admittance from wind velocity to the system’s response. 

1 Introduction 

The reaction of wide span transmission lines to gusty wind is not yet clarified satisfyingly. 

Generally two effects have to be taken into consideration: The system’s behaviour under 

dynamic loading of gusty wind and the horizontal correlation of gusts along the system. Both 

effects influence the wind loads on the towers, but to what extent? Presently the mentioned 

effects are taken into consideration by the design codes using a so called span factor or a 

combined span factor. Comparing different design codes regarding the determination of span 

factors, one can find big differences. To overcome the situation a sponsored research project 

headed by BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing was launched in 2011 to 

analyse wind effects on long span transmission lines. Wind measurements are conducted along 

an approximately 800 m overhead transmission line section close to Rostock, Germany. Those 

measurements shall provide a dense grid of the real wind acting on the conductors and are 

recorded by 13 ultrasonic anemometers being installed directly on the conductor bundles on 

their spacers. The resulting wind forces are measured simultaneously in the form of the sway 

angle of the insulator chains at a suspension pole situated in the middle of the section. 

Preliminary results of those measurements shall be presented and analyzed after presentation of 

the installed measuring system. 

2 Presentation of test section and measuring system 

The equipped line section is situated close to Rostock, Northern Germany and runs from south-

east to north-west. Wind blowing lateral to the line direction from south-west passes a rather 

urban terrain, passing Rostock and its suburbs. The opposite direction, wind from north-east, 

passes over open country and farmland, as displayed in Figure 1. 
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The two dimensional anemometers are fixed on additional spacers placed directly on a four 

conductor bundle and are distributed with alternating distances along two spans on both sides of 

a suspension tower (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 1: Satellite picture of test section and surrounding area 

 

 

Figure 2: A few of measurement equipment at the mid-span suspension tower No T17 

 

 

Figure 3: Positions of all 13 anemometers in vertical section of the line 

3 Evaluation of wind velocity measurements 

The ultrasonic anemometers installed on the conductor bundle are subjected to its movements. 

To overcome that source of erroneous measurements, the anemometers are equipped with 

inclinometers. Neglecting the error from measuring the vertical component of turbulence, the 
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measured wind velocities �∗ are corrected by the instantaneous measured inclination �∗of the 

sensor. It was found in simulations and as well from in situ observations that lateral movements 

of the cable are negligible due to the high inertia of bundle masses in movement. 

 � = �∗
cos �∗ 

(1)  

Due to the sagging cable and terrain level, the wind velocities are measured on different heights 

above ground in a range of about 20 m. That allows assumptions of the on-site wind profile that 

underlies the distribution of mean wind velocities �� dependent on height 	. In Germany usually 

a potential profile is assumed for the height dependent distribution of mean wind velocities with 

reference velocity in 10 m height �
�10� and a profile exponent �. 

 ���	� = �
�10� � 	
10��

 
(2)  

 

 

Figure 4: Typical mean wind velocity distributions for south-west wind (left) and north-east 

wind (right) 

 

Due to the small height difference between the sensors the given velocity profiles in Figure 4 

remain a rough estimation and serve just as a plausibility check of the measured data. The 

approximation of turbulence profiles is somewhat more difficult since the turbulence intensities 

especially for low wind velocities show a wide variation. 

A more reliable tool to analyze the measured turbulences shows to be by spectral analyzes. 

 

 

Figure 5: Typical turbulence spectrum (left) and response spectrum (right) 
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The estimated power spectral density PSD (Figure 5, left) can be approximated in a good 

manner by the spectral density suggested by von Kármán which is already known  to be a good 

approximation to other wind measurements (Behrens, 2004) in Germany. The response power 

spectral density (right) is evaluated below. 

4 Evaluation of sway angle measurements 

Mean response 

The sway angle of the insulator chains at the suspension tower represents the degree of wind 

force on the tower. So, measuring the sway angle can be assumed as a direct measurement of 

the wind reaction of the conductor. The signal of the reaction is divided into the mean and the 

fluctuating part. After a simplification of neglecting higher orders of fluctuating wind velocity 

parts, the mean response ��� can be associated directly with the mean wind velocity ��. 

 ��� = ��� = 0.5 � �� ��� � � (3)  

The air density � can be determined using the measured temperature; � and � are conductor’s 

dimensions and �� signifies the force coefficient for the conductor bundle. The theoretical mean 

sway angle �� is calculated using the trigonometric relation with the gravitational force �� of 

conductors, which is known to be 21 kN for the test section. 

 tan �� = �����  
(4)  

 

 

Figure 6: Mean sway angle according Eq. (4) against mean wind velocity 

 

The assumption of �� = 1.0 (IEC, 2003) can be shown suitable for the measurements here. The 

possible variation of air density is almost negligible in the natural bounds being between 1.20 

and 1.30 kg m
-3

. Figure 6 indicates the plausibility of measurements in terms of mean values 

from 11 different wind events. 

 

Fluctuating response 

The PSD of the fluctuating parts of the response are shown in Figure 5, right. As one can 

observe, there is no significant amplification at the cable’s first natural frequencies lying at 

around 0.1 Hz. That can be due to the high aerodynamic damping which omits any resonant 
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response (Holmes, 2007). Following that assumption, big interest lies on describing the quasi 

static background response for example using coherence #�$Δ%& and influence functions '�%� 

(Dyrbye & Hansen, 1997), the so called joint acceptance function JAF (Loredo-Souza & 

Davenport, 1998) as shown in Eq. (5). Details on derivation and application of JAF are given in 

(Stengel & Mehdianpour, 2013). 

 |)*�|� = + + #��Δ%� '�%-� '�%�� �%-�%�.
/

.
/

�+ '�%� �%.
/ ��  

(5)  

The coherence function #��Δ%� as assessed in Eq. (6) accounts for the irregularity of wind 

velocity along the line, characterised by the integral scale of turbulence  0�1 while the influence 

line allows for the static impact of the location of the acting wind gusts. Δ% is the distance 

between the considered positions on the line. 

 #��Δ%� = exp 5− Δ%
 0�17   (6)  

Figure 7 shows a best fit approximation of the coherence function out of measured data. The 

dots in the chart are estimated by the cross correlation coefficient of signals from sensors up to 

100 m mutual distance. Assuming that the lateral integral scale is about 30 % of the longitudinal 

integral scale (Solari & Piccardo, 2001) the estimated value in Figure 7 leads to a longitudinal 

integral scale  8�1 ≈ 110: which is in accordance with literature. 

 

 

Figure 7: Integral scale estimation 

 

Figure 5 includes an approximation of the estimated response spectrum with an analytically 

determined joint acceptance function on the basis of Eq. (5) and the coherence function above. 

The estimation is in accordance with the measured data disregarding any resonant amplification. 

To describe the resonant amplification in the mechanical admittance the system can be 

linearised and thereby the well-known mechanical admittance function given in Eq. (7) can be 

applied (Bendat & Piersol, 2000), where ; signifies the system’s linear stiffness, </ the natural 

frequency and = the damping ratio. Generally, values of damping are determined by standards 

or other technical guidelines. 
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 |>�<�|� = 1
;�

1
?1 − 5 <</7�?

�
+ 4 =�  5 <</7� 

 
(7)  

5 The role of aerodynamic damping 

For the case of sagging cables values of structural damping are low while aerodynamic damping 

gets very high (Kadaba, 1988) so that the amplification due to resonance is reduced. It is found 

that especially for the support reaction of cables the resonant part of the fluctuating response is 

negligible (Holmes, 2008). 

For time domain analyses the appropriate consideration of damping is essential. The common 

formula to account for the mechanism of aerodynamic damping is based on the equation of 

motion considering the difference between wind velocity � and structure’s velocity BC . 
 :BD + �BC + ;B = 1

2 � � � �� − BC�� 
(8)  

Combining the velocity depending parts of Eq. (8) and neglecting higher powers of the 

fluctuating part of wind velocity, the established formula for aerodynamic damping FG is 

derived (Davenport, 1979) which is only valid for small pendulum motions. 

 FG = �� � � ��
2 </ :  

(9)  

For the case of sagging cables displacements and inclinations are significant and the actual 

direction of the movement has to be taken into consideration. So, Eq. (9) seems to be inaccurate. 

A simple finite element model of a one span cable representing a typical section of the overhead 

transmission line as defined in Table 1 is consulted to investigate the damping effects of 

consideration of the relative velocity between wind and cable. The structural damping in Eq. (8) 

is neglected.  

 

Table 1: Model parameters 

span 

length H 

midspan 

sag 

cable 

diameter I 

cable mass J force 

coefficient KL 

air density M 

406.5 m 20 m 4 ∗ 0.0224 m 4 ∗ 0.998 kg m-1 1.0 1.25 kg m-3 

 

Wind velocity time histories are assumed being harmonic with frequency Ω and mean 

velocity ��. The excitation frequency Ω is varied crossing the natural frequency of the model 

</ = 0.1 Hz. 

 ��Y� = �� + 1 ∙ cos�Ω Y� (10)  

Regarding the displacement at mid span as the relevant reaction, frequency dependent 

amplification functions can be established for constant mean wind velocities and varying 
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excitation frequency (Figure 8). For comparison the amplification factors are derived from mean 

adjusted responses.  

As observed and expected, considering the relative velocity between wind and structure shows a 

significant damping effect. While for zero wind velocity, the amplification at the resonant point 

is clearly visible, already with mean wind velocity of 10 m s-1 the maximum damping is nearly 

achieved which is not covered by the theory behind Eq. (9). Nevertheless, the damping values 

are sufficiently high to omit resonance.  The formerly considered approach in frequency domain 

is reassured. For time domain analyses consideration of relative velocity as the source of 

aerodynamic damping rather than considering a constant equivalent value for aerodynamic 

damping is advised. 

 

 

Figure 8: Damping effect shown as amplification function for different mean velocities 

6 Conclusion and outlook 

In consideration of the actual measurement period of about two years following statements are 

possible: 

• Up to now, 11 wind events with mean wind velocities of about 10 m/s are available for 

evaluation. 

• Plausible wind velocity profiles, turbulence and response spectra are estimated from 

measured data. 

• Theoretically determined mean sway angles are in very good accordance with the 

measured mean sway angles. The assumption of �� = 1.0 (IEC, 2003) can be shown 

suitable for the measurements. 

• The measured fluctuating response is estimated using a joint acceptance function JAF 

• Estimated longitudinal integral scale 8�1 ≈ 110: based on the measurements is in 

accordance with literature. 

• Aerodynamic damping is shown to be very efficient to repress resonance and allows 

vital system simplifications. 
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• In case of transmission line cables, using relative velocity as the source of aerodynamic 

damping is more appropriate than considering a constant equivalent value for 

aerodynamic damping. 

• As shown in Figure 8, there is a lower threshold for the amplification (maximum 

damping) which is not covered by the theory behind Eq. (9). 

Further investigations are aiming towards numerical simulation of the system using a calibrated 

model. The variation of crucial parameters such as the wind turbulence etc. in the numerical 

model provides the derivation of enhanced design tools for overhead lines. Measurements will 

continue irrespective of the analyses to gain a better statistical basis. 
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